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The Wireless Sensor Network in the Internet of Things (WSN-IoT) has been flourishing as another global breakthrough

over the past. The WSN-IoT is reforming the way we live today by spreading through all areas of life, including the

dangerous demographic aging crisis and the subsequent decline of jobs. For a company to increase revenues and cost-

effectiveness growth should be customer-centered and agile within an organization. WSN-IoT networks have

simultaneously faced threats, such as sniffing, spoofing, and intruders. However, WSN-IoT networks are often made up of

multiple embedded devices (sensors and actuators) with limited resources that are joined via various connections in a

low-power and lossy manner.
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1. Introduction

IoT has been thriving as another global innovation in the last few years. It is expected that the world’s fortunes will be

changed by implementing IoT in various systems over the coming years. IoT will likely revolutionize the way we live today.

The Internet of Things foundation was established to improve communication and data exchange between humans and

devices for massive data transfer . IoT’s motivation involves the association of registering gadgets, mechanical and

computerized objects, humans, and machines through applications utilizing the web interface and portable applications.

The IoT climate can move information through an organization without expecting human-to-human or human-to-computer

correspondence .

IoT is becoming a significant necessity for many industrial and communication technology applications. There has been

an enormous increase in IoT implementation as it has been considered to have the massive number of 50 billion devices

connected to the Internet by 2020 . Furthermore, IoT applications designed to assist the disabled or elderly provide ease

and mobility at varying degrees of unconventionality for a reasonable price . In addition, IoT adds to numerous fields, for

example, agribusiness, climate, clinical areas, the educational sector, transportation, and finance.

Numerous organizations and scientific research associations are working on various aspects of the IoT. They have

presented a functional outline for the IoT’s impacts on the economy and the vast majority of other existing fields over the

next 10 years. Cisco is the primary organization that delivers numerous IoT undertakings, which included 24 billion smart

objects by 2019. It is also expected that the Huawei company will introduce 100 billion IoT associations by 2025 .

Every second in the world, 127 devices are linked to the Internet. By 2020, out of all electronic device use, 63% will be

using IoT technology. Of all the massive, smart city commercial projects, 23% consist of IoT implementation, while by the

end of 2020, 40% of all healthcare organizations were embedding IoT . 

Via controllers and cloud management, autonomy can be generated for the self-sufficiency and decision-making of nodes

. There is always a wide open door for intruders or hackers to utilize IoT devices for their potential benefit via various

attacks, such as Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, phishing emails, and other unsafe worms or Trojans . The IoT layers

present multiple risks such as sniffing, spoofing, eavesdropping, and intrusion. IoT utilizes hubs, sensors, and intelligent

recognition gadgets to gather information. Because of the nonappearance of verification administration, unapproved

access can change data integrity or even erase the stored data .

IoT systems can work under various conditions and, in most cases, have little computing capacity. Therefore, specific IoT

devices can connect to many hubs, raising significant security concerns. As a result, security issues have proven to be

more challenging to solve, as it is difficult to establish a nonexclusive security architecture or model . The Internet has

undergone remarkable changes that offer both extraordinary opportunities and significant difficulties for users; troubles

emerge from unauthorized users utilizing cyberspace and exploiting its numerous weaknesses. Various cyber insights are

required for the Internet to assess risks and overcome challenges .
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The increasing proliferation of WSN devices in an actuating–communicating network has spawned the Internet of Things

(IoT), in which data is seamlessly shared across platforms by fusing sensors and actuators with surroundings. Medical

and environmental monitoring can be automated using these low-cost WSN devices. RPL improves the utilization of these

sensors in real-world applications by assessing their performance. Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) are mainly

restricted nodes with limited processing power and fluctuating energy. Most traffic patterns are multipoint-to-point or

multipoint-to-multipoint rather than point-to-point. As a result, data rates are often reduced, resulting in instability .

Contiki is an operating system that allows RPL and lossless monitoring of Internet of Things devices. Topological node

assignment is based on multi-hop transmissions and has been employed in environmental monitoring, health care, and

other smart systems . Routing is a popular topic in the IoT community because of the limitations imposed by these

devices. In many IoT networks, the Internet Engineering Task Force’s (IETF) routing protocol for low power and lossy

networks (LPN) has become the norm since it was intended to effectively utilize the finite resources of IoT devices while

delivering effective routing services. RPL’s architecture included many but optional security methods for ensuring reliable

routing. Research on the security elements of RPL’s routing protocol, such as routing assaults, novel mitigation

mechanisms and intrusion detection systems (IDSs), and goal functions with an eye on security, has exploded since the

protocol’s 2012 standardization (OFs). The impacts of RPL’s security features against routing assaults have not yet been

studied, which is strange. RPL’s security features have not been implemented in any of the existing IoT operating systems

(OSs), such as Contiki OS and TinyOS.

2. IoT-LPN Architecture and Its Applications

The Internet of Things employs low-power and lossy networks, known as Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLN), which

may impose limits on infrastructure integration. It enables devices to interact with embedded devices, such as sensors,

and can connect many nodes. The traffic variety of LLN systems is also defined; they use point-to-point, point-to-

multipoint, and multipoint-to-multipoint architectures. Because of the intricacy of such a network, it is critical to have a

routing protocol that serves the purpose. This has been one of the researchers’ primary problems. So, to achieve this

goal, the IETF ROLL working group developed RPL, a protocol for LLNs. This protocol is built on a collection-based

network in which nodes gather information at regular intervals and transfer it to the collection point. The entire

communication architecture is built on low-power wide area networks (LPWA) using unlicensed spectrum (Sigfox, LoRa)

and other LPWA technologies proposed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) that works within a licensed

frequency range (NB-IoT, LTE-M). At the same time, the unlicensed spectrum origins made it more challenging to meet

the integration goal and increased the possibility of interference and congestion. A licensed frequency range reduces

external interference and improves dependability, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), and security. Similarly,

getting a license for these bands comes with a high upfront cost and a regular renewal price. The rise in cost will

inevitably be passed on to subscribers, raising capital expenditures for deployment and ongoing operational expenses.

Software-defined networking (SDN) architectural technology increases network performance and monitoring .

However, the network system is divided into device management, the Internet of Everything (IoE) gateway, and intelligent

LPWA with the help of AI and deep learning. IoE services provide cellular communication in the licensed and unlicensed

spectrum. Similarly, AI is responsible for smart wireless communication technology using smart applications and IoE

services. Some typical IoT applications developed with the help of LPWA are the smart city, track and trace, and smart

building applications.

3. IoT-LPN Protocols

Several routing protocols have been developed to improve the efficiency and functionality of networks in IoT systems.

Low-powered protocols have been prevalent in the demand for low-powered IoT frameworks as they are efficient and

require fewer resources, making them practical and providing many benefits. GeoRank aims to improve P2P functionality

and minimize the number of control messages needed, but it reduces scalability and requires static nodes or GPS-

enabled devices. Further, the protocols are mapped with the routing solutions they present, which are P2P support,

multicast communication, mobile node support, Quality of Service QoS, and energy efficiency.  Energy-efficient region-

based RPL (ER-RPL) is designed to prevent the network from flooding with peer-to-peer (P2P) route-finding packets,

resulting in energy savings and an increase in the P2P packet delivery ratio. P2P-RPL allows for the construction of

alternative P2P routes for application routing needs, but it increases the overheads and energy consumption of the

network. Bidirectional multicast RPL forwarding (BMRF) improves both upstream and downstream multicast data

forwarding. Still, it has a slight increase in memory consumption and can have low productivity due to end-to-end latency

and incorrect parameter settings. Stateless Multicast RPL Forwarding SMRF improves RPL’s multicast data forwarding

and reduces energy waste but only allows for downward multicast broadcasting and can have high end-to-end latency.
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mRPL provides quick and reliable mobility support in RPL but increases the length of control messages and the number of

control messages sent and received. Backpressure RPL (BRPL) aims to improve RPL’s performance in large-scale

networks, but it requires a large amount of memory and has a high end-to-end latency.

4. IoT-LPN Research Challenges

Similarly, most LPWANs are confined to star topologies. In contrast, cellular-based networks (EC-GSM-IoT, NB-IoT, LTE

Cat. M1, 5G) depend on wired infrastructure to integrate networks and cover wider regions. So, the improper

infrastructure hampers applications such as the agriculture IoT . The scalability of short-range and cellular wireless

networks is the subject of current research. Offloading (from the licensed to the unlicensed spectrum), common in cellular-

based technologies, is impractical for LPWANs operating in the unlicensed spectrum. To overcome the scalability issues,

there is a need to approach some other strategies, such as adaptive data rate MAC protocols, the adaptation of spectrum-

efficient modulation techniques, and LPWAN channel diversity exploration. Another significant issue is the collection of

LPWAN-relevant data regarding methodologies and performances. Because the data of popular LPWANs (LoRaWAN,

SigFox, and NB-IoT) is easily accessible, gathering the data for others is complicated due to fewer references. Nowadays,

LPWANs are widespread and there is more demand among users to develop new applications because of the discovery

of new methods applicable to their personal lives and business operations.

It is understood that security and privacy are the primary concerns in all fields. However, there has been little emphasis on

LPWAN’s security in general. Unauthorized access can easily breach the security of a smart home controller. Using

unauthorized access, attackers can steal information and completely control home appliances, causing inconvenience to

their users.

Similarly, unauthorized access to smart cities, agriculture, and inter-vehicle communication can cause death and

environmental harm. So there is a need for adequate security to authenticate the user or owner efficiently; otherwise,

LPWANs are not viable for commercial purposes . Moreover, the essential components of security related to WSN-IoT

are discussed in Section 4. These components are considered necessary before implementing any WSN-IoT application;

otherwise, it will be vulnerable.

5. Security Objectives of WSN-IOT

WSN-IoT’s security requirements are the essential characteristics necessary to be implemented to fulfill network security

requirements. It consists of various preventive measures for the smooth functioning of the IoT framework 

.

5.1. Availability

The nature of keeping the service accessible to clients is accessibility. The goal of accessibility is to provide clients with

the ability to obtain services at any time and from any location. It is critical to keep assets regularly available to clients and

the organization. Consequently, all clients must be confirmed to combat assaults and risks to the organization.

Accessibility may help to avoid blockage circumstances such as framework conflicts and organizational blockages that

disrupt the information flow.

5.2. Accountability

Accountability is one of the WSN-IoT framework’s basic properties, but it cannot preempt network attack risks and WSN-

IoT vulnerabilities. However, rationing and supporting other security criteria such as data integrity and privacy are

imperative. They are utilized to follow any node (device) that sends and receives information to notice and distinguish any

obscure activities by providing guidelines for the device, clients, and their actions.

5.3. Confidentiality and Privacy

Confidentiality is otherwise known as privacy To fulfill the security requirements, it is implemented to prevent unauthorized

clients from obtaining information. Confidentiality gives recognizable proof of verification and authorization for any

sensitive item in the IoT network. Numerous security modules ensure the security of information. Maintaining data secrecy

is a critical security requirement as it is vital to keep the framework intruder-proof. Privacy guarantees authorized users’

private data and preempts intruders from accessing network services or stealing any data. Privacy has to be implemented

at many levels. Privacy for devices is necessary to maintain physical and data confidentiality, as a network can be

exposed to data intrusion. Privacy during data transmission within IoT devices preserves sensitive information. Privacy is
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crucial during the processing and storing of data, as it is most vulnerable at this point. Privacy of location is intended to

prevent the disclosure of the geographical position of IoT devices from intruders.

5.4. Auditing

Auditing is essential; without it, the framework’s criteria for meeting security requirements will not be accomplished. It is

used to recognize the security shortcomings of WSN-IoT. Auditing is entirely related to accountability, yet it depends on

assessing the framework and its services. Auditing measures how well the WSN-IoT framework meets its network

performance criteria and components.

6.5. Integrity

Integrity is one security idea that empowers legitimate and authorized access to modify data according to requirements

under limited conditions. Integrity can forestall inner attacks, the most hazardous issue in the network framework, as all

users must be validated and authorized with access rights. Notwithstanding, cybercriminals may change information

during network communication. Integrity may preempt outside attacks to get to or alter sensitive information.

5.6. Access Control

Network access control is verified by an authorized network administrator for the smooth management of user access. It

gives clients/users explicit roles or verified admittance to utilize network assets to view, alter, or modify data. Access

control offers certain rights to legitimate users to perform precise work.

5.7. Authentication and Authorization

Authentication is the user’s verification, the primary security necessity, as it recognizes users as validated clients utilizing

security frameworks such as cryptography algorithms. After authentication, authorization plays a role in the approval of

authentic users to use network services.

6. Security Issues and Challenges in WSN-IOT

6.1. Data Confidentiality

In the field of WSN-IoT and network protection, data secrecy is a critical concern. The client has access to the details and

the system management in WSN-IoT frameworks. The IoT device should check that the user or machine has been

granted access to the system . Approval determines whether a person or device can receive assistance after

presenting distinguishing evidence. Access management restricts property access by granting or refusing permission

based on a series of laws. Creating a secure connection between devices and services necessitates approval and access

control. The main point is creating a specific relationship between other devices and administrations, which requires

support and access control. The most critical problem in this situation is making access management regulations easy to

develop and understand. This is a vital issue in the Internet of Things; many clients, objects, and devices must verify each

other through trustworthy administrations to gain system access. The problem is to find a solution for safely dealing with

the client’s personality, items, and gadgets .

6.2. Privacy

Privacy and confidentiality are significant issues in WSN-IoT gadgets and frameworks under the IoT systems’ universal

character. Entities are linked, and information is conveyed and exchanged via the Internet, delivering client protection and

causing various risks to sensitive information in many ways. So that the exploration issues are satisfied, knowledge

acquisition security is just as important as information sharing security. Information protection is one of the primary

uncertainties in the WSN-IoT because of the high chance of security vulnerabilities, such as sniffing and spoofing,

unapproved access, data altering, and forgery with the unapproved altering of IoT nodes . An aggressor can exploit

numerous WSN-IoT administrations and applications to store sensitive and personal data, and if they are exposed,

unstable and sensitive data can be exposed to outsiders .

6.3. Trust Management

In WSN-IoT frameworks, there is a consequence of regional conventions, resources, and limits of distinctive devices,

which is a considerable assessment of IoT trust management. Trust is a significant part of WSN-IoT security, data

security, administration, applications, and client protection. Trust is a fundamental component of communications among

WSN-IoT devices to trade and manage information. IoT layers have a unique assortment of gadgets. Every gadget
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creates an enormous amount of information vulnerable to various assaults, dangers, and issues. These issues and

attacks have the potential to spread across all IoT layers. As a result, the accuracy of information and administration will

be reduced .

Trust management in IoT ought to accomplish the accompanying objectives of having faith in IoT nodes and choices to

help one another. It should moderate client security, information transmission, and trust correspondence, as indicated by

the IoT system’s strategy. It should increase the superiority of IoT services, framework security, and reliability .

Furthermore, clients should not be aware of it.

6.4. Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities are flaws, and flaws in a system or plan that allow attackers to run commands, access unapproved data,

and trigger DoS. In WSN-IoT implementations, bugs may be identified in several locations. They can be weaknesses in

the client’s devices and flaws in the system’s hardware, code, or techniques used in the methods . Hardware and

software are the two fundamental components of IoT architecture. Both have configuration flaws daily. Hardware

loopholes are challenging to detect and repair, regardless of whether the vulnerabilities were identified due to equipment

similarities and interoperability, or the effort required to overcome them . They can be found in working systems,

application programming, and control programs, such as communications conventions and software changes. A significant

cause of exposure is human error. The consequences of not understanding the necessities of teamwork, requirement

engineering, testing and validation, security assessment, data integrity, and privacy can cause the framework to fail .

6.5. Security

Physical, network, and data protection are significant issues in WS-IoT frameworks. The growth in the number of

connected devices on communication networks in the IoT  leads to increased security risks and new security

challenges. Protection risks are acquired by any node that connects to the Internet, whether it is a limited or smart device

. On the Internet of Things, you can find almost any security issue. As a result, a few primary security criteria in the IoT,

such as acceptance, confirmation, classification, confidence, and information security, should be considered.

Consequently, things should be safely associated with their assigned networks, flexibly controlled, authenticated, and

authorized . Physical security tampering, stealing, and attacks are performed on IoT devices. The attacker can grab

and steal a node or exchange it with a malicious node, causing harm to the whole network; moreover, the intruder can

break the node or steal valuable or peculiar information that could be used against the system . Maintaining a secure

network means stopping intruders from finding their way into the system and causing severe damage by sending

malware, sniffing, spoofing, stealing sensitive data, man-in-the-middle eavesdropping, or performing DoS attacks.

Outsiders or employees within the organization can be intruders. Data security entails ensuring data integrity and privacy

while data is transferred within the framework. Security is a method of protecting information from tyrannical forces or

unauthorized access. IoT security depends heavily on information security, also known as computer security. .

6.6. Interoperability

A fractured landscape hampers users’ value with patented IoT technical execution. Even if complete interoperability

across goods and services is not always possible, consumers cannot like purchasing products and services that lack

versatility and are subject to distributor lock-in . Poorly designed WSN-IoT devices can negatively impact the

networking resources to which they are linked. Another significant factor is cryptography, which has been used for years to

protect against security vulnerabilities in several applications. A single protection application cannot have a suitable

defense mechanism against attacks . As a result, various levels of security are required to counteract WSN-IoT

authentication risks. Hacks could be avoided by designing more sophisticated security features and incorporating them

into devices. This evasion occurs because consumers purchase goods with good security features to guard against

vulnerabilities. Any of the steps suggested to guarantee that the IoT is safe are cyber-security mechanisms .

6.7. Identification, Authentication, and Authorization

Nodes are the IoT building blocks that need to be defined in the network or physically. IoT networks cover a large area to

track the transmission between devices and acquire access to the entire network. The total naming layout of nodes is

unsafe without data consistency . DNS cache positioning assaults may wreak havoc on the network’s overall

performance. For each target to be uniquely identified, node identification is necessary. The false node should be detected

efficiently since each mark indicates a potential attack location. The network must be defended against physical or logical

attacks on devices and their data. Authentication requires checking the identity of the nodes . Undeniably, if contact
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with the correct node is not ensured, the secrecy and fairness of the messages exchanged cannot be guaranteed. An

attacker can access the network and insert erroneous statements if the authentication is poorly handled. It is challenging

to ensure authentication because of the wireless media’s existence and the nature of sensor networks. Authentication

involves confirming that you are who you claim to be. This is commonly achieved using an authentication method based

on a username and password . This scheme, though, is not safe enough. Passwords typically need to be updated

regularly, and unattended computers should not be used. Authentication also requires the authentication method for both

the sender and the recipient to validate the messages’ origin .

6.8. Attacks

“The IoT frameworks hold a vast volume of information; the network layer is particularly vulnerable to attacks, creating

much network congestion.” The network’s data integrity and authentication are critical security problems . A significant

problem is an attack by hackers and rogue nodes that damage the network’s computers. The current security restrictions

applied to IoT render them susceptible to attacks. Based on the particular design and features of the WSNs, these attacks

usually follow new tactics . Indeed, in the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model, attacks can be characterized

according to the targeted protocol layer. Another method of grouping classifies assaults depending on the existence of the

offender.

Passive threats are confined exclusively to the study, capture, and data snooping of traffic. Active attacks, however,

usually exploit the data by disrupting the connection between the nodes and affecting the nodes’ availability, so attacks

can also be carried out . On the other hand, internal attacks are initiated by valid network nodes that function against

their requirements. 
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